
GROUPS OF COMPANIES
The German, French, EU and USA perspectives



BASIC DEFINITIONS

Horizontal and vertical groups: 

having a single control company that controls various subsidiaries (vertical) 

legally separate enterprises are subject to common direction while none of the enterprises 
controls the others (horizontal) - contractual agreements, provisions in the articles, etc. 

Contractual and de facto groups 

Merger - Aquisition 

companies became one entity (merger) 

one company totally controls the other while the latter still maintain its separate legal 
personality



DRAFT NINTH DIRECTIVE

German model 

Both contractual and de facto groups 

Basic goals: 

protection of minority shareholders 

protection of employees 

creditor protection 

Publicity for de facto groups 

subsidiary company must prepare a special dependency report and make it public (audited report from 
the previous fiscal year) 

third company law directive: consolidated accounts 



CONSOLIDATED ACCOUNTS

Parent undertaking holds a participating interest in the 
subsidiary undertaking and  

it actually exercises a dominant influence over it or 

it and the subsidiary undertaking are managed on a 
unified basis by the parent undertaking 

Participating interest: at least 20% of a company’s capital



GERMAN KONZERNRECHT I.

German law recognizes certain forms of legal associations between enterprises which are legally 
independent 

Signs of economic dependency: 

one of which holds the majority of the shares 

majority of the votes 

can exercise decisions influenced by direct or indirect means 

an enterprise may be treated as a controlling one if it holds less than 50% of the shares in another 
company if the remainder of the voting rights are widely distributed, and a significant 
proportion of the shareholders fail to attend general meetings (!!!) 

Group of companies: one or more dependent undertakings are brought under uniform management 



GERMAN KONZERNRECHT II.

Contractual goup: 

if a control contract is concluded between the controlling enterprises 
and other enterprises dependent on it 

 De facto group: 

actual control without a contract  

that a person or group clearly has the right and the ability to change 
the board of directors of the corporation, or to directly influence the 
shareholders who have the power to elect the board of directors



EXAMPLES OF DE FACTO 
CONTROL

Ownership of a large debt of a corporation that may become payable on 
demand or a substantial investment in retractable preferred shares;  

Shareholder agreements including the holding of a casting vote;  

Commercial or contractual relationships of the corporation, e.g., economic 
dependence on a single supplier or customer;  

Possession of a unique expertise that is required to operate the business;  

The influence that a family member, who is a shareholder, creditor, 
supplier, etc., of a corporation, may have over another family member who is 
a shareholder of the corporation



PARENT - CHILDREN 
CORPORATIONS

The children's corporation was found to have de facto control 
of the parents' corporations based on the following factors: 

the operational control exercised by the children's 
corporation;  

the economic dependence of the parents' corporations on 
the children's corporation;  

the family connection between the shareholders



THE FRENCH ROZENBLUM 
DOCTRINE - LIABILITY OF MANAGERS

Defense to de facto groups (no control contract needed!) 

In some cases the interests of the group can override the interests of the subsidiary 
and this will not lead to liability for the managing directors of the subsidiary and 
parent, if three conditions are met: 

existence of firmly established group 

actions taken in the interest of the group (positive actions are needed, not 
simply major shareholding) and in conformity with the group’s coherent policy 
and 

preservation of the financial equilibrium within the group, i.e. compensation of 
the subsidiary suffering the negative consequences of the action in question



LIABILITY FOR INSOLVENCY - 
CONTROLLING COMPANY

Two positive conditions for imposing liability for causing the company’s 
insolvency, and one negative condition: 

shareholders must deprive the company of its assets without full 
consideration;  

such deprivation must inhibit the company’s ability to pay its debts; 

unlimited liability is only incurred if the loss cannot be fully 
compensated or if the shareholder is unable to demonstrate that, if he 
had acted lawfully, the company would not have become insolvent



GROUP LIABILITY IN THE USA
ADAMS V CAPE INDUSTRIES PLC (1990)
FACTS

Cape was a UK company, head of a group. Its subsidiaries 
mined asbestos in South Africa. They shipped it to Texas 
where a marketing subsidiary, NAAC, supplied the 
asbestos to another company in Texas. The employees of 
that Texas company, NAAC became ill, with asbestosis. 
They sued Cape and its subsidiaries in a Texas court.



DECISION

Parent (control) company may be liable for the acts of the 
subsidiaries when  

construing a statute, contract or other document 

if the subsidiary company is a ‘mere facade’ 

the subsidiary company acted as an authorized agent 
of its control company



PIERCING THE CORPORATE VEIL
DHN FOOD DISTRIBUTORS LTD. V. TOWER HAMLETS 
LONDONBOROUGH COUNCIL (1976) 1 WLR 852

DHN was the holding company in a group of three 
companies. There were two subsidiaries, wholly owned by 
DHN. One subsidiary owned land used by DHN, the other 
owned vehicles used by DHN. The land was subject to 
compulsory purchase, and DHN sought compensation for 
disturbance of its business



DECISION

These subsidiaries are bound hand and foot to the parent company and 
must do just what the parent company says… This group is virtually the 
same as a partnership in which all the three companies are partners. They 
should not be treated separately so as to be defeated on a technical point.” 

It was therefore held that DHN was entitled to claim. The separate corporate 
personality doctrine was overridden. However, this is likely to only be 
followed where the subsidiaries are wholly owned and serve no purpose 
other than to own the parent company's assets.  

The case has not been applied to make one company in a group liable for 
the debts of another 
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